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Sub: Speed certificate for final maximum permissible speed of 100 krnph of 3WAG7 
class of locomotives fitted with remote control system on track maintained to other 
than C&M-1, Vol-I standard. 

Ref: South Central Railway's letter no.E.221ITRSICRSNol-XIV dated 0 8.09.20 10. 
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1.0 WAG7 class of locomotives are provided with 5400 KVA high capacity transformers, up 
rated smoothing reactors (SL 30) which are capable of drawing 1300 Amps current and high 
adhesion bogies fitted with type HS-15250 traction motors. The outline of the locomotive is as 
per RDSO drawing no. SK.EL-4365. Operation of single and multiple units of the locomotive is 
permitted upto a maximum speed of 100 km/h vide this office letter of even no. dated 02.02.06 
followed by amendment dated 03.03.06.The operation of 3WAG7 locomotives have also been 
permitted up to a maximum speed of 100 kmph vide this office letter of even no. dated 27.10.05. 



1.1 For operation of longer trains, it becomes necessary that additional locomotives be placed 
in the middle or at the end of the train formation. Effective communication system between the 
locomotives consists placed away from each other in train formation is of paramount 
importance for safe train operation. As such, remote control system is planned to be provided on 
a few WAG7 locomotives. 

1.2 Remote control system provides optimum distribution of locomotive power in long haul 
heavily loaded trains. It gives a precise automatic control from the lead consist to second or third 
remote locomotive or consist of remote locomotives connected at optimum load point within a 
train buildup. Electronic Interface Modules, Control Console, radio equipment and air brake 
units are installed in the lead and remote locomotives. Synchronous control of the remote units is 
obtained by utilizing a radio link between the lead and remote units. Remote control system of 
only those firms, whose prototype has been cleared by RDSO, shall be fitted on the locomotives 
by Zonal Railways. 

2. Based on the above, it is certified that WAG7 locomotives as per RDSO Drg No. SK.EL- 
4365 fitted with remote control system of the firms whose prototype has been cleared by RDSO 
may be permitted to haul goods train up to maximum speed of 100 kmph, subject to the 
following conditions:- 

2.1 Locomotive: 

2.1.1 Maximum 3 single locomotives or 3 MU consists (having up to 3 locomotives each) fitted 
with remote control system shall be provided in train formation. 

2.1.2 The single locos or consists shall not be placed adjacent to each other in train formation. 
In case of 2single locos or consists, one shall be placed at head and other in middle or at 
rear of the train. In case of 3 single locos or consists, one shall be placed at head, one in 
middle and one at the rear of the train. 

2.2 Track: 

2.2.1 a) Upto a maximum speed of 65 km/h: 

The track shall be to a minimum standard of 90R rails laid on sleepers to M+4 sleeper 
density and depth of ballast cushion below sleepers of 200 mm, which may consist of at 
least 75 mm clean and the rest in caked up condition, on compacted and stable formation. 

b) Upto a maximum speed of 100 kmlh: 

The track shall be to a minimum standard of 52 kg rails laid on sleepers to M+7 sleeper 
density and depth of ballast cushion below sleepers of 250 mm, which may consist of at 
least 100 mm clean and the rest in caked up condition, on compacted and stable 
formation. 

2.2.2 For track maintained to a lower standard than that mentioned above, the Chief Engineer 
shall decide the lower maximum permissible speed on the basis of maintenance condition. 
In this connection, Railway Board's letter no. 65/WDO/SR/26 dated 19120-10-1966 may 
be referred. Chief Engineer may suitably impose restrictions duly observing the 
compactness of road bed, drainage and other local conditions. 

2.2.3 The maximum permissible speed on curves shall be decided on the basis of the existing 
provisions of the Indian Railways Permanent Way Manual Second Print- 2004. 



2.3 Bridges 

2.3.1 The clearance refers to bridges with standard design of girders, slabs, pipe culverts, piers and 
abutments etc. issued by RDSO for BGML, RBG and MBG-1987 standard loadings. However, 
the bearing of span 76.2 m (clear) designed for BGML standard loading as per RDSO's 
drawing No. BA-11154 shall be strengthened by providing two additional anchor bolts. 

2.3.2 Superstructure and bearings of non-standard spans including arches and sub-structures of all 
bridges shall be examined under the directions of the Chief Bridge Engineer concerned and 
certify safe with respect to current Indian Railway standard codes with up to-date correction 
slips. 

2.3.3 Zonal Railway shall certify, the adequacy of existing bridges for permitting rolling stock based 
on physical condition of bridges. Bridges shall be kept under observation as considered 
necessary by the chief bridge Engineer of the Railways. 

2.3.4 Location of bridges on which speed restrictions have been imposed shall be notified by the 
Railways and incorporated in the working timetable. 

2.3.5 This clearance is subject to the following parameters of WAG7 class of locomotive: 

(a) For WAG7 class of 1ocomotives:- 

i) Maximum axle load 
ii) Maximum tractive effort 
iii) Maximum braking force at rail level 
iv) Maximum CG height from rail level 

(b) For BOXN wagons etc. 

i) Maximum axle load 
ii) Maximum braking force 
iii) Maximum CG height from rail level 

: 20.5t 
: 44.0t 
: 22.0t 
: less than 1830 mm 

: 22.82t 
: 10% of axle load 
: less than 1830 mm 

(c) For running of double locomotive consist:- 

ii) Maximum axle load : 20.5t 
iii) Max. limiting TE on bridges with BGML 

spans 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m, 63.0m (all effective) : 3O.ot/loco 

iii) Maximum braking force at rail level 
iv) Maximum CG height from rail level 

: 22.Ot/loco 
: less than 1830 mm 

(d) For running of triple locomotive consist:- 

i) Maximum axle load : 20.5t 
iv) Max. limiting TE on bridges with BGML 

spans 25.6m, 3 1.9m, 47.3m, 63 .Om (all effective) : 30.Ot/loco 

iii) Maximum braking force at rail level 
iv) Maximum CG height from rail level 

2.3.6 For Double consist operation (with TE of 30t/loco) 

: 22.Ot/loco 
: less than 1830 mm 

2.3.6.1 Locomotives in which tractive effort limiting device along with recording features are 
available, following restrictions are applicable:- 



2.3.6.2 Track on bridges and approaches of BGML spans 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m and 63.0m 
(effective) shall be strengthened or modified in such a way so as to allow for dispersion 
of longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS Bridge Rules. In cases where dispersion 
cannot be allowed as per clause 2.8.3.2 such as due to provision of SEJ in bridges etc., 
the bridge superstructure including bearings and sub structure shall be checked for 
longitudinal force without dispersion and certified safe by the Chief Bridge Engineer 
concerned. 

2.3.6.3 The maximum tractive effort for the double WAG7 locomotive consist shall be limited 
to 60t (i.e. by operation of switch provided on the driver's desk in WAG7 locomotive for 
limiting tractive effort to 30t for each locomotive) while running over the bridges of 
BGML span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m and 63.0m (effective). 

2.3.7 For triple consist operation (with limit of TE of 30tJloco) :- 

2.3.7.1 Locomotives in which tractive effort limiting device along with recording features are 
available, following restrictions are applicable:- 

2.3.7.2 Track on bridges and approaches of BGML spans 31.9m, 47, 3m and 63.0m and 78.8m 
(effective) shall be strengthened or modified in such a way so as to allow for dispersion 
of longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS Bridge Rules. In cases where dispersion 
cannot be allowed as per clause 2.8.3.2 such as due to provision of SEJ in bridges etc., 
the bridge superstructure including bearings and sub structure shall be checked for 
longitudinal force without dispersion and certified safe by the Chief Bridge Engineer 
concerned. 

2.3.7.3 The maximum tractive effort for the triple WAG7 locomotive consist shall be limited to 
90t (i.e. by operation of switch provided on the driver's desk in WAG7 locomotive for 
limiting tractive effort to 30t for each locomotive) while running over the bridges of 
BGML span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47,3m and 63.0m, 78.8m and RBG span of 63.0m (effective). 

2.3.8 (i) Bridges with span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47, 3m and 63.0 (effective). Conforming to BGML 
standard shall be kept under close watch during operation of double loco consist 
WAG7 for its condition monitoring by Zonal Railways. 

(ii) Bridges with BGML loading span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47, 3m and 63.0m, 78.8m and RBG 
span of 63,Om (effective) shall be kept under close watch during operation of triple 
loco consist WAG7 for its condition monitoring by Zonal Railways. 

2.3.9 (i) In order to limit the tractive effort of multiple unit WAG7 locomotives to 30t each over 
bridge of BGML span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m, and 63.0m (effective), (60t for double 
WAG7 loco consist, the driver shall operate the tractive effort limiting switch 
provided on the locomotives while approaching the bridges. This instruction along 
with detail of BGML span of 25.6m, 31.9m and 47.3m (effective) shall be indicated in 
working time table of the Zonal Railways. 

(ii) In order to limit the tractive effort of multiple unit WAG7 locomotives to 30t each 
over bridge of BGML span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m, and 63.0m, 78.8m and RBG span of 
63.0m ,(effective), (90t for triple WAG7 loco consist), the driver shall operate the 
tractive effort limiting switch provided on the locomotives while approaching the 
bridges. This instruction along with detail of BGML span of 25.6m, 31.9m and 47, 
3m, 63.0m, 78.8m and RBG span of 63.0m (effective) shall be indicated in worlung 
time table of the Zonal Railways. 



2.3.10 (i) For BGNL span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m and 63.0m (effective), if train gets stuck upon 
the bridges and requires tractive effort of more than 30t each in WAG7 locomotive 
(it means that the requirement of tractive effort is more than 60t in MU operation), 
the driver shall ask for assisting engine for banking the train in rear. These 
instructions shall be incorporated in the working time table so that all operating staff 
is aware of the instructions. 

(ii) For BGML span 25.6m, 31.9m, 47.3m and 63.0m, 78.8m and RBG span of 63.0m 
(effective), if train gets stuck upon the bridges and requires tractive effort of more 
than 30t each in WAG7 locomotive (it means that the requirement of tractive effort is 
more than 90t in MU operation), the driver shall ask for assisting engine for banking 
the train in rear. These instructions shall be incorporated in the working time table so 
that all operating staff is aware of the instructions. 

2.3.11 Double and Triple consist operation of only those WAG7 locomotives shall be permitted 
which are equipped with tractive effort limiting switch along with push button visual 
indication system as mentioned above and shall be in full working order. In case any 
of these features is not working, the locomotive in multiple units shall not be 
permitted to operate over the bridge of BGML span of 25.6m, 3 1.9m, 47, 3m, 63.0m, 
78.8m and RBG span of 63.0m (effective) 

2.3.12 The substructures of bridges shall be kept under close observation, particularly in the 
following cases:- 

a) Bridges located in such section where the train may be applying brakes or may be 
starting such as approaches to stations, heavily graded section. 

b) Bridges with signs of distress. 

C) Bridges with piers and abutments of strength lower than BGMLIRBG. In general such 
bridges may be the bridges constructed prior to 1926. 

2.3.13 In case of hauling of CC+8+2t and CC+6+2t wagons. Specific restrictions shall be 
applicable as indicated in relevant speed certificates of haling wagons, issued by RDSO. 

2.4 Signalling: 

2.4.1 Provisions of GR, SR, SEM & all extant instructions issued from time to time shall be 
complied with. 

2.4.2 On the sections where EBD of more than 1 km is to be catered for, second distant signal 
or automatic signalling should be available failing which suitable speed restriction is to 
be imposed. 

2.4.3 Relevant stipulation of WPC for use of wireless frequencies shall be ensured before start 
of operation. 

2.5 Traction Installation 

2.5.1 The OHE shall have swiveling type of cantilever assembly having the tension in the 
conductors regulated automatically with presage of 501100 mm. The presage is on contact 
wire for a maximum span of 72 m, proportionately less for smaller spans. 

2.5.2 In case of locations where porcelain section insulators are installed on main line and lie 
within first 1lloth and 113'~ of the span immediately after the OHE structure and the 
runners are in the trailing direction, the maximum speed shall be limited to 120 kmh. At 
all other locations where porcelain section insulators are installed, the speed shall be 
limited to 80 km/h. 



2.5.3 In 25 KV a.c. traction area, the CEE of Railways shall have to ensure that the minimum 
height of contact wire and electrical clearances as. 

2.5.4 In addition to above, the Chief Electrical Engineer shall impose any temporary speed 
restriction based on the condition prevailing on a particular section. 

2.6 Rolling stock 

2.6.1 Before starting the operation, CEEICME of the Railways shall certify the track 
worthiness and safety of the rolling stock. He shall also ensure the proper maintenance of 
the rolling stocks. 

2.6.2 About operation of air-braked stocks, the instructions contained in RDSO Misc. Report 
no. MP 572182, Guide no 11 (Revision -01) Amendment no.1, Jan'2010 and Report no. 
MP - 1461193) may be referred. 

2.7 General 

2.7.1 Triple consist operation of only those WAG7 locomotives shall be permitted which are 
equipped with continuous recording system of energy-cum speed monitoring along with 
push button visual indication system as mentioned above 

2.7.2 All the permanent and temporary speed restrictions in force and those that shall be imposed 
from time to time due to track, bridges, curves, signaling and inter-locking, etc. shall be 
observed. 

2.7.3 The profile of locomotive infringes clause 12 and 9 (b) of Chapter IV (C) of MMD 1929 
(Reprint-1973). These infringements have been condoned by Railway Board vide their 
letter No. 96/CEDO/SR/9 dated 10.5.96. Further, the fitment of remote control system 
does not infringe the MMD of locomotive as shown in dawing No.: SKEL-4365. 
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